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Wednesday, September 18 of 2013

DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED DURING THE SECOND MARATHON OF THE
DIVINE MERCY, IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón de Jesús:

Today, before His Apparition, the Master surprised us with a gesture of Love.

We asked Him, "Master, where are You now?".

In a matter of seconds, He showed us a scene. He was among all of us, levitating in the air with His
angels, while He indicated to them what they should do: some relieved the heart, others calmed the
spirit and others also healed parts of the physical body.

Then, the Master presented Himself today, positioning Himself upon the stage and directing a broad
smile to us.

Then, He transmitted the following Message:

 

Know as from now that My Universal and Christic Consciousness prays perpetually for you so that
the new flocks may truly awaken to My planetary call.

As in the Garden of Gethsemane, in vigil, fasting and prayer, now from Heaven I share My
primordial graces for the hearts that open themselves to listen to My loving voice.

Companions:

Today you have already passed fervently through the phase of the first stage of the merciful prayer;
this in Brazil and in the East has already generated infinite fruits for the hearts that most need it.

But the soul that trusts in Me enters into the Infinite and unknown Heaven to receive the baptism of
My Light and the sacrament of My Reconciliation. For this day of special spiritual Grace for all,
today I invite you to consider Me present in your lives, because you must know that My Eternal
Heart is there when only you call for It in love and in devotion.

To all of those who encouraged themselves to answer to My request of prayer, I thank you because
a new sun in the universe is being gestated, so that the souls may mercifully receive its rays of
radiation of peace and of redemption. This sun of which I speak to you today is the essence of My
Heart, that is being found by all of those who call Me in prayer day by day.

In this way My Spirit imparts repairing Graces in the essences that simply say to Me: "Come
Master of Love".

On this day My light impregnates the forms and the created spaces and this is possible as a loving
consequence of the offering of all the participants in the Marathon of My Divine Mercy. And in this
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way time will pass and, through Me, you will see faith grow in your lives, and nothing will ever be
able to separate you from the path of consecration and of holiness that I propose for some of My
own.

But everyone will always have a great place in My Consciousness, a place of renovation, of healing
and of faith to be comforted in the tests that the Lord sends you to mature your beings.

My friends, that tomorrow your fire may be extended, and that it may embrace greater celestial
spheres. Remember that I only want souls in profound contemplation and adoration to My Mercy.

I come to demystify the fanatics, because My flocks of peace and light are formed by work and
sacrifice; in them I will institute My New Dwelling Place upon the Earth, seeking the essence of the
pure souls.

Under the Grace of the Father, be blessed.

Thank you for living My call from the heart!

Christ Jesus, You Inner Shepherd


